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Thank you for using our products, is safe and effective use of this product to you, before you use this 
product, please read this instruction manual carefully complete. This manual contains: the perfor-
mance of the product is and how to safely install, and use of important information, please properly 
keep, in order to use as a reference. When installing and using relevant instructions must be strictly 
observed.

Beam 7R 230W light Beam, the new revolution of headlamp! Lighter... The total quality is only 
17KG! Faster... The X/Y axis moves faster, smoother and less noisy! The software band corrects 
positioning function, makes up the hardware error, the positioning accuracy is quite high! Complete-
ly solve X/Y position! Brighter... 3 in combination with optical lens, the color temperature reaches 
8500K, which is higher than 700W, 1500W beam light and higher color temperature! Lower... Light 
bulb power only 200W, total power only 290W low power! Stronger... The beam feels stronger, the 
parallel light is sharper! Intelligent light bulb switch control to extend bulb life! More... More powerful, 
more powerful, 16CH / 20CH channel: 14 colors, 17 designs, rotating 8 prisms, atomization, strobe!

Power supply: AC100V - 240V 
Frequency: 50hz - 60hz 
Total power: 290W 
Fuse: 5A
Ballast: Electronic Ballast 
Light source: OSRAM (7R) light bulb 
Light bulb power: 230W 
Color temperature: 8500 k 
Average life span: 2000H (light bulb and reflective cup overall package
light efficiency and higher service life) 
Control signal: International standard DMX512 
Appearance: High temperature resistant plastic 
Light body color: black 
Protection level: IP20 
Weight: 17kg

Operation parameters:

Product description: 
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The lamps and lanterns use DMX512 signal control model, the control signal of lamps and lanterns 
is a parallel relationship, the connection is more than one signal lamps and lanterns, it is best to use 
double core shielded cables. Connection, all through the lamps and lanterns of lamps and lanterns 
DMX signal on jack (context) INPUT (INPUT) and OUTPUT (OUTPUT) are connected, connect the 
line of lamps and lanterns 3 core XLRXL plug terminal must correspond to each other, when the con-
nection signal lamps and lanterns, it is recommended to use DMX signal terminal. Can be avoided, 
due to electrical noise damage control signal, DMX signal terminal device is a XLR plugs connection 
between 2 and 3 feet a 120 ohm resistance of 1 w, and connect it on the last stage of lamps and 
lanterns of the OUTPUT (OUTPUT) jack. 

1. The international standard control signal: DMX512 
2. The number of channels: 16Ch
3. The number of motor: a total of 10 mute motor 
4. The X axis rotate for 540°, the Y axis vertical rotation of 270°, with automatic correction
5. The dimming: 0-100% linear adjustment 
6. Stroboscopic: Double chip stroboscopic (0.5-9 times/SEC), completely linear dimming and 
variable stroboscopic speed 
7. Color wheel: With 14 kinds of color + blank (can create sharp air beam effect) 
8. Pattern wheel: With a 17 fixed pattern piece + blank (lets you quickly change the beam shape) 
9. A prism: Rotating eight prism, can be bi-directional rotation, rotation speed is adjustable, making 
a richer pattern projection effect 
10. Itemization: Soft light effect, the design of soft dream effect
11. Focus: adopting the combination of three groups of optical lens effect is much better than the 
beam of light, usually can reflects the pattern of hid
12. The beam Angle: Parallel beam Angle 0° - 3.8°
13. Overheating intelligent protection 
14. Smart bulb switch control, prolong the service life of the bulb

Function Description: 

Connection of DMX512 signal: 
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The starting address code of the current light fixture is equal to (the initial address code of the last 
light fixture) + (the number of channels of the lamp) : 
1. The initial address code of the first lamp is A001. 
2. The basic channel number of the controller should be greater than or equal to the total number of 
use channels. 
3. When using any controller, each lamp should have its own initial address code. If the initial ad-
dress code of the first light lamp is set A001, the number of the luminaire number is 16CH; The 
starting address of the second light fixture is set to A017. The starting address code of the third light 
fixture is set to A033; And so on and so forth, (this setting also needs to be determined by different 
control tables) 

This luminaire can be placed horizontally, slanting and hanging upside down, and must pay attention 
to the installation method when hanging and hanging upside down. 
Fixed installation of lamps and lanterns: before the positioning of lamps and lanterns, to ensure the 
stability of the installation site, when the reverse hanging installation, must ensure that the lamps 
and lanterns is not tumbled down on the supporting frame and handle with a safety rope through the 
racks and lamps and lanterns, assist hanging; In order to ensure safety. To prevent fall and slide of 
lamps and lanterns, lamps and lanterns in the installation and debugging, the ban pedestrians pass, 
regularly check whether the safety rope appear wear away, whether hook screws loosen, if because 
hanging installation is not stable, lead to fall all consequences arising from the lamps and lanterns 
manufacturer does not assume any responsibility. 

1. When replacing the bulb, remove the plastic shell of the lamphead first. 
2. Good quality light bulbs are recommended. 
3. Uncharged installation, remove the bulb. 
4. Hand untouchable parts of the bulb. 
5. Tighten the screws after replacing the bulb. 
6. The light bulb work at high temperature, and gas discharge can not continue to supply the physi-
cal characteristics of bubble, must therefore be in every time, when the power is completely cooling 
ability to operate in about 10 minutes, otherwise it will lead to high voltage discharge, short circuit 
burn out components on the computer console. 

The initial address code calculation method of lamps and lanterns: 

The initial address code calculation method of lamps and lanterns: 

Light bulb installation: 
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1. Non-professional personnel, do not remove the fittings in lamps and lanterns without permission. 
2. AC power supply: check whether the local power supply meets the rated voltage requirement. 
3. The lamps and lanterns is according to the type of electric shock protection design, lamps and 
lanterns should be used with sufficient power supply system grounding, and lamps and lanterns of 
the ground wire must be connected to the ground of the power supply system. Do not use insulation 
damaged power cord, at the same time, do not use the power cord overlap on the other wire. 
4. When the installation location and lamps and lanterns, any point on the surface of lamps and 
lanterns and any easy to burn the explosive keep minimum distance of 10 meters, 2.5 meters from 
irradiation distance, please do not install the lamps and lanterns is directly in to burn the material 
surface. 
5. Ambient temperature used in luminaires: (-10 degrees + 40 degrees), the maximum temperature 
of the lamp surface is 80 degrees, and the lamps and lanterns should be kept away from the liquid 
material and wet environment. 
6. Make sure the lamps are well grounded before using the lamps, and do not install and remove 
any parts. 
7. When installing lamps and lanterns, the fixing screws must be fastened, equipped with safety 
cables and checked regularly. 
8. The continuous working time of the luminaires should not exceed 10 hours, and the interval time 
of continuous start of the lamps shall not be less than 10. Otherwise, the bulb should be protected 
from overheating and cannot be triggered normally. 
9. In the process of use, the lamp should be stopped using lamps in time. 
10. When the bulb reaches the rated service life, it should be replaced in time, or there will be a 
dangerous explosion. 
11. The rotating part of the lamp and the pasting accessories must be checked regularly and loos-
ened, and the shaking should be strengthened in time to prevent accidents. 
12. Lamps and lanterns uses strong wind cooling and accumulates dirt easily. Must be cleaned once 
a month especially the cooling tuyere otherwise will be in a dust jam, lead to bad heat dissipation.

Safety tips! 
To ensure your safe use of lamps, read the following safety tips carefully before 
using them to avoid unnecessary breakdowns and injuries. 
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One. Light bulbs
1.1. Due to improper operation, the bulb has not been completely cooled. The lamp should be 
cooled for more than 10 minutes, so that the inner bulb of the bulb can be fully restored to normal 
state, and the power supply can be started again. 
1.2. Check whether the bulb has reached the service life and should replace the new bulb. 
1.3. Check whether the bulb and the bubble line are leaking, shedding or not having good contact. 
1.4. Replace the new point bubbler. 

Two. The beam appears dim 
2.1. Check whether the bulb has reached the service life and should replace the new bulb. 
2.2. Check that the optical parts or light bulbs are clean, and the light bulbs and other optical devices 
are accumulated with dust, and the light bulbs and components should be cleaned and maintained 
regularly. 

Three. The projected image is blurred 
3.1. Check whether the electron focus channel value is suitable for the current projection distance.
 
Four. Computer lights work intermittently 
4.1. Check whether the fan is running normally to make it dirty. 
4.2. Check whether the internal temperature control switch is closed. 
4.3. Check whether the bulb has reached the service life and should replace the new bulb. 

Five. Although it glows, the computer lamp no longer accepts controller control 
5.1. Check the initial address code and check the connection of the communication line (1 ground 
2 minus 3 positive) 
5.2. Add signal amplifier 
5.3. When the bulb was not completely cooled, there was an abnormal start operation, and the in-
stantaneous ultra-high voltage of the bubbler was leaking and the CPU of the circuit board channel 
chip was burned. 

Six. Computer light cannot be started 
6.1. Check whether the insurance on the power input socket is fused 
6.2. Lamps and lanterns are not in contact with the line due to vibration during long distance trans-
portation 
6.3. Check the input power, computer board and other connector devices 

Difficult method: 
The following is a list of troubleshooting and processing methods.
Other maintenance tasks are handled by professional maintenance personne
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7. After self-examination, some functions do not accept controller control 
7.1. Check that the function has no power at work, or whether the chip is burned by other high pres-
sure shocks.

8. The X and Y axis in the other data have been restored to 0 in the other data, 
and abnormal noises have occurred 
8.1. At the time of abnormal qi, the high point bubble voltage leakage caused the burning of X and 
Y axis photoelectric induction circuit board (light lotus root). 
8.2. Restart the computer light according to normal procedures 
8.3. Push all the channel values of the controller to 0, remote reset computer lamp. 

Maintenance and insurance: 
Shutdown operation: before each off, the bulb first closed 10 minutes ahead of time. Let the cooling 
fan inside heat when using the lamps and lanterns, fast discharge, it can prolong the lamps and lan-
terns of accessories, especially the service life of the bulb! In order to ensure the lamps and lanterns 
can steadily run, should keep it clean, open lamps and lanterns for repair or before maintenance 
work that make sure the power is disconnected, it is important to keep the lamps and lanterns is 
clean, clean, clean, please regularly not only keep the maximum brightness output, but also can pro-
long the service life of lamps and lanterns, it is recommended to use high quality glass cleaner and 
use a clean soft cloth to clean, use the vacuum cleaner at least half an year is clean inside the lamp. 

After-sales service 
Attention! When the lamps and lanterns are out of the factory, they are strictly inspected and the 
packing is in good condition. Please follow the instructions. 

The fault of the machine is not covered by the machine. 
1. The company will provide technical advice to customers throughout the lifetime. 
2. If the product failure, need to repair, please show me your product warranty card, and fill in related 
content. At the same time also hope to customers in a timely manner the problems in the products 
back to us, convenient for our first time to improve the product. 
3. Besides the luminaires, the following accessories can also be selected: 
Attachment: power line: 1, signal line: 1, instruction: 1 copy 
The choose and buy a 
Light bulb (customer request) 
Light hook safety cable (customer selection) 
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Software features:
1. LCD 650,000 color touch TFT interface, easy to operate and beautiful interface.
2. Physical buttons and touch are both completely independent and can be used in 
combination
3. Complete all operations independently with the physical keys
4. Complete all operations independently with touch
5. Use the physical buttons and touch mode to complete all operations
6. Intelligent height
7. For example: check all, the decoupling error in the reset, and give hints.
8. Reset calibration (zero calibration)
9. X axis, Y axis, color wheel, pattern disk

1. Display instructions:

Main interface specification
The knob of the display is used as a selection key. Rotate the buttons left and right to 
change the selected function. Press to indicate OK
How to check the lamp time 

Press the menu mark (as the frist picture)
OTHER INDORM--LAMP TIME--check the time

2.How to  reset the lamp 
Press the reset mark(as the second picture)--ADV--USE MANG-- PASSWAORD1 :3
PASSWAORD2 :4---KEY--find RST LAMP -- TRUN IT ON--SAVE--ESC
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3. How to make change for the language 

4. How to change the run model

Press button as the first picture,then you can see run mode, there have three modes 
to show different effects. Such as AUTO, WIRE,DMX, choose the mode you want 
here,and remermber press save.

5. How to make color /gobo/ xy/calibration

	

Press this button

	

	

	 	

	 	
	

Press button as the frist picture--ADV--Zero Set--- PASS-
WORD 1---Key--Then you can change what you want to 
change
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6.How  to make reset on the display

7.How to set sound mode

Press button as the frist picture--TEST RUN--SOUND

8. How to check beam info

	

	

Press button as the frist picture--OTHER INFO

	 	 	

	 	

	

Press button as the first 
picture--RESET
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9.How to make lamp reset 

Press button as the first 
picture--RESET

Press button as the frist picture--RESET

Options Instructions

The operation mode

Channel model 

X inversion

Y inversion

No DMX signal

The screen saver

 17-20 channel is invalid 

Guan/open
Guan/open

 17-20 channel control speed (see channel table)

Do not use the encoder (light coupling) correct position 

According to the original state continues to run 

Close the backlit idle for 30 seconds 

The motor return, stop running

Using encoder (light coupling) judging out-of-step and automat- 
ically correct position 

DMX address

XY 
The encoder 

1-512

16

Guan

keep

reset

open

20

op

DMX          From the machine status: receiving DMX signal from the controller   
                      or host

Voice
control

Receiving external sound or vibration, run the built-in application ef-
fect 

Press “OK” button to enter edit state. At this point is selected to one 
hundred, according to the “up” “down” 
Key change address code. Press the “OK” button once again and 
selected 10 editing. Press again 
“OK” button to select bits editor. Then exit the editor state at a time. 

Automatic       Host: run automatically, and send the DMXD signal from machine

3.2. Set the interface 
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guan Back lit yongliang

Reset

Open/guan 

0-255

0-255ₒ ₒ ₒ ₒ ₒ  ₒ ₒ ₒ ₒ ₒ

0-255

The light bulb control 

The color wheel 

Pattern plate speed

Press “ok” button to enter edit state. At this point is selected, 
click on “next” button to change channels values, press the “ok” 
button once again and exit the editor.  

Click “ok” button after see confirmation dialog, press the “ok” key once 
again, after carry into the interface, reset all motor 

Options Instructions 

open When start the lamps and lanterns, lamp light up automatically 

Options                Instructions 
Software version   The current software version 
A total of time                Cumulative time (accurate to minutes) 
The use of time   The use of this boot since time (down to minute) 
Total light soaking time    Total light bubble time (accurate to minutes) 
The light soaking time     The light of this boot since bubble time (down to minute) 
DMX channel value      In the condition of DMX, showing all channels of value (number), thus the child                       
                                      into the interface, display as a percentage value and channel value for viewing 
                                      System error record

System error record     If red ERR lights shine, then failed to reset run out of step, can enter child inter 
                                      face for details. After the view can press “ok” the error record to empty

guan Start the lamps and lanterns, the bulb is not bright 
no

Switch on light bubble

3.3. Information interface

Restore the default Settings 
yes Press “ok” is to restore the default Settings 

3.4.Manual control interface 
This interface is used to control the current lamps and lanterns, neither belongs to the state
machine from machine shape (not receiving DMX signal) also does not belong to the host shape 
(not send DMX signal)

3.5. Advanced interface  
To enter the show advanced interface, please enter the password: XXXXXX. Specific operation 
process: press the up and down key to choose Numbers (a *) at a time. Password input after fully, 
finally press the “ok” key password authentication. 
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3.6. Thou hast interface 
Click  button, the interface inversion can be 180 degree show.
 
3.7. English interface
Click  button, the interface, switch to English mode. 

3.8. Chinese interface
Click  button, the interface, switch to the Chinese model. 

3.9. The factory interface 
Enter the factory interface, display, please enter the password: XXXXXX. Specific operation pro-
cess: press the up and down key to choose Numbers (a *) at a time. Password input after fully, 
finally press the “OK” (OK) key password authentication

The biggest bright time 

Encryption scheme  

Encryption parameters 
(frequency/time)

The number of Can be set up the use of lamps and lanterns 
Can install the use time of lamps and lanterns 
After the encryption mode to open the work. Can be 
set up the use of lamps and lanterns (number/time)  

Time

0-9999

0-9999

guan
Can be set up on time 

Options Instructions 
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Channel Function Channel 
values 

Channel control instructions (full version):

0-4 Color 1
5-9 color 1+ color 2
10-14 color 2
15-19 Color 2+ Color 3
20-24 Color 3
25-29 color 3+ color 4
30-34 Color 4
35-39 Colors 4+ Colors 5
40-44 Color 5
45-49 Color 5+ Color 6
50-54 Color 6

0-255  1 color tray

Options

Channel Settings 

Bright time reset NO / YES

Screen saver mode 

Can be set up channel switch 
Pattern 1 According to address code 
Pattern 2 According to factory LOGO 
Pattern 3 No display (reserve) 

0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255

X calibration 
Y calibration 
The dimming calibration 
Color wheel alignment 
Pattern plate of the calibration 
Focusing calibration 
Prism calibration
Fog lens calibration 

Reset the
calibration
(fine) 

Instructions 
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55-59 color 6+ color 7
60-64 Color 7
65-69 Color 7+ Color 8
70-74 Color 8
75-79 Color 8+ Color 9
80-84 Color 9
85-89 Color 9+ Color 10
90-94 Color 10
95-99 Color 10+ Color 11
100-104 Color 11
105-109 Color 11+ Color 12
110-114 Color 12
115-119 Color 12+ Color 13
120-124 Color 13
125-129 Color 13+ Color 14
130-134 Color 14
135-139 Color 14+ Color 15
140-144 Color 15
145-149 Color 15+ Color 1
150-199 Color is running water (from slow to fast)
200-255 color reverse flow (from slow to fast)

0-5 Closed light
6-11 Optics
12-107 stroboscopic mode 1(from slow to fast)
108-149 stroboscopic mode 2(from slow to fast)
150-191 stroboscopic mode 3(from slow to fast)
192-251 stroboscopic mode 4(from slow to fast)
252-255 light
0-19 Closed light
20-255 dimming (0-100%)
0-53 Change of pattern
54-69 pattern forward running water (from slow to 
fast)
70-85 pattern reverse flow
86-95, Pattern 1 vibrates (from slow to fast)
96-105, Pattern 2 vibrates (from slow to fast)
106-115, pattern 3 vibrates (from slow to fast)
116-125, pattern 4 vibrates (from slow to fast)
126-135, pattern 5 vibrates (from slow to fast)
136-145, Pattern 6 vibrates (from slow to fast)
Pattern 7 vibrates (from slow to fast)
156-165, pattern 8 vibrates (from slow to fast)
166-175, Pattern 9 vibrates (from slow to fast)
176-185, pattern 10 vibrates (from slow to fast)
186-195, pattern 11 vibrates (from slow to fast)
196-205, pattern 12 vibrates (from slow to fast)
206-215, pattern 13 vibrates (from slow to fast)

Dimmer

P a t t e r n 
plates

F r e q u e n c y 
flash

0-255

0-255

2

3

4
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216-225, pattern 14 vibrates (from slow to fast)
226-235, pattern 15 vibrates (from slow to fast)
236-245, pattern 16 vibrates (from slow to fast)
246-255, pattern 17 vibrates (from slow to fast)

Index
forward running water
Reverse flow (from slow to fast)
To turn (from slow to fast).

0-99 no action
100-105 Close the bulb
106-199 No effect
200-205 Light bulb
206-255 No effect

Prism 0-127
128-255

No prism
Prism

No prism
Prism

000-064
065-127
128-191
192-255

5

6

7

8
9
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

Prism
rotation

Atomization 0-255 Soft Light Atomizing Effect
Pattern clarity from far to near
Level 540 scan
Level 1.2 fine tuning

Vertical 270 scan
Vertical 1.2 fine tuning

X/Y axis speed

0-249 No action
Reset 250-255 lamps

Focus 0-255
X axis 0-255

Y axis 0-255

X axis fine 
tuning

0-255

Y axis fine 
tuning 

0-255

X/Y axis 
speed 

0-255

Reset 0-255

Electron 
bubble

Customize 
patterns

0-255

Color tray
Frequency flash
Dimmer
Solid plot
Prism
Prism autobiography
Atomization
Colorful
Focus
X axis

Prism 2 0-127
128-255
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X axis fine tuning
Y axis
Y axis fine tuning
XY speed
Macro functions

Customize 
patterns

Streamlined 
model Color

Strobe

Color tray

Frequency 
flash

DimmerDimmer

Solid plot

Flow Forward 150-203 Flow Forward

0-103/104-107/108-207/208-212/213 
251/252-255

0-4/5-9/10-14/15-19/20-24/25-29/30-34/35-
39/40-44/45-49/50-54/55-59/60-64/65-
69/70-74/75-79/80-84/85-89

0-4/5-9/10-14/15-19/20-24/25-29/30

34/35-39/40-44/45-49/50-54/55-59/60

64/65-69/70-74/75-79/80-84/85-89/90

94/95-99/100-104/105-109/110-114

115-119/120-124/125-129/130-134

135-139/140-144/145-149

Color tray
Frequency flash

Channel Control Note (Streamlined Mode):
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et Blister/reset (220~255)

9

Dithering

0-127

(bubble 50~70 bright 100~150 reset) 

Flow Forward 175-214 Flow Reverse 
215-255

Prism 

Prism 
auto biography 

Prism

PrismRot

Frost

Rainbow

Focus

Pan

Tilt

PT Speed

Macro

Lamp/Reset

Atomization 

Colorful

XY 
speed

Macro 
functions

Focus

X axis

Y axis 

Bliste

0-128/129-191/192-255

0-128/129-255

0-128/129-255

0-5/6-16/17-32/33-48/49-64/65-80/81 
96/97-112/113-128/129-144/145-160/161 
176/177-192/193-208/209-224/225-255
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THANK YOU FOR CHOSING QUBE-LIGHTING

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE


